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There are obviously lots of different reasons as to why people would fail going at this alone. Its 

certainly no easy task. I guess if you look at it on a very basic level it may seem easy. You Speak to a 

few coaches, send them video footage, receive an offer and away you go.  

Simple right? 

Now if it were that easy, we certainly wouldn’t exist as a company because everyone would be doing 

it on their own. Now look, there are certainly people who go it alone and are fine. They get through 

everything they need, and they make it to the US.  

However, you would be surprised with the number of athletes worldwide, that would be in the tens 

of thousands, that start the process, and never go. Which is what we will touch on today.   

REASON 1 

The first reason, And again, these are the reasons that we believe stop the most people from turning 

opportunities into plane tickets to the US, or the main reasons as to why people fail when going it 

alone.  

People really underestimate the amount of time and money that it takes to find a suitable 

opportunity. This is no over night task. Depending on who you are, the type of student athlete you 

are, your financial capabilities, how much knowledge you have of the system etc. its going to be 

different for everyone.  

Now we will map out our process for you to help you understand how long it takes even for us. 

Professionals in the industry. That have streamlined the process. That have been doing this for the 

past 13 years.  

Lets say you sign on to our program. And lets just use averages. You sign on, on average, its 3 

months before we have a website up and running with information and footage. Sometimes longer 

sometimes a bit quicker.  

If you have no footage taken prior, and your athletic season doesn’t begin for another couple of 

months. So, soccer for example, usually starts in March or April, and you join in November. Then 

that is around 5 months before you have a site up and running with footage.  

So, let’s say 3 to 5 months even to have something up and running. Then the promotional side of 

things. At the very least, we try to give ourselves 6 months minimum, we have done it quicker, 

however, for a good promotion of your information the longer we have certainly the better for you.  

So, we are already close to a year already and we have only just got to receiving an offer. A month or 

two to get through school applications. Another month or two to get through the visa application 

stage, then a month for flight bookings, insurance, sorting out who will be picking you up etc.  

Now that is using a program like us. Its that long of a process. Can you listeners and readers out 

there imagine how long this process will take if you are unfamiliar with the pathway and if you are 

going at it alone. People severely underestimate the amount of time that it takes. When they realise, 

they haven’t given themselves enough time, they give up, or there is really nothing they can do.  

 



REASON 2 

People who have the full scholarship mindset, will fail almost 100% of the time. The full scholarship 

mindset so……”I can really only afford this if I receive a full scholarship”.  

If all you can ‘afford’ is a full scholarship, then you really cannot afford anything. Because essentially 

a full scholarship is where everything is covered. If that is what you are looking for, everything 

covered, you won’t be going to the US.  

Even with a full scholarship, if you were lucky enough to receive one, there are still plenty of costs. 

But look, people with the expectation of a full scholarship will almost always fail in finding options.  

REASON 3 

Student athletes, families going through the process, they target institutions and schools that they 

are not eligible for. This is a big one.  

If you are unfamiliar to the US system, I know exactly where you are looking first and foremost for 

opportunities, UCLA, Harvard, Stanford, Any NCAA Division 1 school in California.  

Why would you look anywhere else? This is really all you know, and hear about in the movies, on TV, 

in books and magazines and in the News. But if you have not done your research on the division 

requirements, and the schools standards and requirements, both academically and athletically then 

you are wasting time and money.  

If you have a 1100 SAT score and the minimum requirement for the school is 1300, then you won’t 

be admitted. If you aren’t at the level athletically that the coach is looking for, then you will never be 

recruited.  

The only way to avoid applications to schools that you aren’t eligible for is by doing your research. 

Divisions first and foremost. If you aren’t eligible for a particular division straight out of high school, 

then scratch every school off in that division. YOU CAN’T GO THERE. Unless you don’t want to 

compete then its different and you just must meet these schools’ requirements.  

Everyone wants to go to these massive schools, in these awesome locations, that you see on TV, but 

because everyone wants to go there, not only here and in the US, but in the world, the standards 

and requirements are higher, and the costs are higher. It a lot harder to be admitted.  

REASON 4 

Reason number 4 why people fail going at it alone, and this is a big one. One that we have to 

challenge and educate people on every day here in the office. People don’t eliminate their opinions 

of their own athletic abilities before searching for opportunities.  

We all tend to think we are better than we are. That’s human nature. ‘im better than him or her, I 

should be starting over them’ we are all guilty of it. Not all of us but a lot of us.  

Same goes for parents. Every parent thinks that their kids are better than what they are. And that’s 

fine, that’s your job as a parent to think the world of your kid. However, your opinion of your son or 

daughter doesn’t mean anything.  

So, if you think you are a better athlete than you are, where do you think you will be applying? More 

than likely at schools where the athletic standards are higher than where you are currently at, or 

higher than where you could compete.  



You need to look for places that are similar in standard to where you are competing here. Why 

would you be able to instantly go over to a place that has higher standards than where you are 

competing at in your home country? That doesn’t make sense.  

REASON 5 

People fail going it alone because they Listen to the personal opinions of coaches, teachers, careers 

advisors that have no idea about the US System.  

The number of calls we get from student athletes from around the world that say they have been 

told this or that, information that is completely incorrect. But they take it as gospel because it is 

coming from a reliable source.  

Its always best to get a second opinion. The coach telling you that he knows a coach in the US, or a 

careers advisor telling you that you need to take these specific classes, it doesn’t actually mean 

anything. Best to get second opinion.  


